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Objective. To explore the social and academic experiences of students identifying as underrepresented racial minorities (URMs) in a pharmacy school, how they made meaning of their experiences, and the strategic actions they took to navigate towards degree completion.

Methods. Twenty students from a school of pharmacy within a research-intensive institution participated in semi-structured interviews. Data were analyzed through several rounds of coding. Trustworthiness procedures included the use of multiple coders, a dependability audit, and analytic memos to promote reflexivity.

Results. The study yields a conceptual model. Pre-pharmacy school factors such as pipeline programs, work experiences, family, and URM health professionals impacted students’ interest in and encouragement to attend pharmacy school. Students reported experiences including a lack of diversity, feeling unwelcomed, and concerns about cultural competency and group work challenges. Students were motivated by URM faculty members, self-efficacy, and a sense of purpose. Students were inhibited by the mental impact of sociopolitical events, the pressures of representing their race/ethnicity, and feeling inferior. Students took several actions to navigate the school including “code-switching,” finding solace and support with other URMs, seeking cultural competence-related experiences to complement the curriculum, and strategically remaining silent or speaking up during group work conflicts.

Conclusion. This exploratory study provides a roadmap to better understand URM students’ journey to pharmacy school and experiences therein. Findings could be used by pharmacy schools to create a more inclusive environment for URM students and provide future directions for scholars pursuing diversity-related research agendas in health professions education.

INTRODUCTION
If we are determined to reduce existing healthcare disparities among racial, ethnic, and socioeconomic groups, then we must be determined to diversify the healthcare workforce. Racial and ethnic diversity among healthcare providers is fundamental to academic institutional advancement, the preparation of health science professionals, and the provision of safe and effective patient care. While there has been progress towards increased racial and ethnic diversity more work is needed. For example, as shown in Table 1, the racial/ethnic makeup of most healthcare diagnosis and treating occupations such as pharmacists, physicians, nurses, and dentists remain primarily White while healthcare support roles such as dental assistants, medical assistants, and personal care aides are more diverse. Racial and ethnic diversity must be improved on all levels of the healthcare workforce, not only in support roles, to decrease disparities and enhance patient care.

Compounding this concern is that the United States is projected to become increasingly diverse in the coming decades. This has led to calls from various healthcare professions, including pharmacy, to examine the diversity of the workforce and educational preparation of future practitioners. Most notably, the American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy’s (AACP) Argus Commission explored the following question: How can we more effectively address and serve the diversity in our membership at both the institutional and individual level and prepare our learners to serve an increasingly diverse population of consumers? Their special report, Diversity and Inclusion in Pharmacy Education, explored diversity and inclusion from five key perspectives: diversity in the society, application pipeline, current students, pharmacy faculty, and the AACP and the organization’s member...
The limited research articles published tend to emphasize quantifiable measures of diversity and inclusion and impacts of admissions processes on minority candidates. There is a significant gap, however, in areas of qualitative study. For example, one valuable step towards improving the sense of belonging for students self-identifying as underrepresented racial minorities (URMs) (ie, Alaska Natives, Native Americans, Black or African Americans, Hispanics, Native Hawaiians and other Pacific Islanders) in pharmacy is to understand the lived experiences of those currently pursuing education to become pharmacists.

By studying the current landscape of pharmacy and health professions education as experienced by underrepresented populations, we can gain important insight into how we can develop intentional practices and policies needed to better recruit and retain students self-identifying as URMs and enhance their experiences. This could positively impact the diversity of the healthcare workforce, enhance patient care, and decrease health disparities. Accordingly, this work explores the social and academic experiences of students self-identifying as URMs in pharmacy at a predominantly and historically White institution, how they made meaning of their experiences, and the strategic actions they took to navigate towards degree completion. This study was informed by three theoretical perspectives including an anti-deficit approach, graduate and professional student socialization framework, and agency theory.

The first theoretical perspective guiding this work is the anti-deficit approach. When examining the scarcity of minority students in higher education and acknowledging the achievement gaps that exist, scholars have mostly presented their research by “amplify[ing] minority student failure and deficits instead of achievement.” Conversely, an anti-deficit perspective explores the lived experiences of students self-identifying as URMs in a...
more encouraging perspective by highlighting their successes despite challenging experiences they may encounter. In this work the anti-deficit framework reverses questions that have generally been used to examine the deficiencies of higher education experiences of students self-identifying as URMs and the outcomes thereof and presents them in a more positive approach. For example, as opposed to asking why there are so few URM students in health professions, the anti-deficit focus of this study seeks to explore how URM students are successfully navigating health professions schools towards degree completion.

The next theoretical perspective framing this study is graduate and professional student socialization. Socialization is the process by which individuals “gain the knowledge, skills, and values necessary for successful entry into a professional career requiring an advanced level of specialized knowledge and skills.” The socialization framework suggests that students first enter professional school with a particular set of experiences and a perception of specialization. Perspectives included the internal dialogue (ie, self-talk, self-reflection, inner conversations) occurring upon having those experiences. Finally, actions included the behaviors students exhibited to navigate the experiences toward degree completion. Together, these elements provide a comprehensive view of how URM pharmacy students make meaning of their experiences and provide critical insights into the actions taken to gain the skills, knowledge, and values needed to advance towards degree completion.

METHODS

The study employed a phenomenological approach to understand how the participants experienced being URM students in a pharmacy school at a predominantly and historically White institution. A phenomenological study seeks to describe the “lived experiences” of individuals around a particular concept or phenomenon. Participants were recruited via an introductory email sent to institutional gatekeepers from January to March 2017. Potential participants completed a demographic survey to determine eligibility for the study and electronically signed an informed consent form. In an effort to gain multiple perspectives and explore information-rich cases, purposeful sampling was used; specifically, criterion snowball sampling was employed. Participants were selected if they self-identified as URM students and were enrolled in the school of pharmacy at the study site. The 20 eligible students participated in 90-minute, semi-structured individual interviews from April to May 2017. The interview protocol was informed by elements of the study’s theoretical framework. Interviews were recorded and transcribed by a third party (Rev.com) prior to data analysis.

Data collected through interviews were analyzed using the Sort and Sift, Think and Shift method. First, the interviewer wrote an analytic memo (eg, “what do I know so far”) to summarize each of the post-interview memos. Next, transcripts were read to better understand the data. Initial reading of the transcripts was completed with minimal engagement (ie, highlighting, notetaking) as the purpose of this step was to re-familiarize the researcher with the data prior to delving into the coding process. Afterwards, Atlas.ti, Version 8 (Atlas.ti Scientific Software Development GmbH, Berlin, Germany) was employed to highlight pulse quotations, which are segments of the data that are meaningful, interesting, and impactful as it relates to the phenomena under study.
Next, highlighted pulse quotations were mined to develop an episode profile for each transcript, and an accompanying memo was written. Then, preliminary themes or topic lists emerging from the data were compared within and across episode profiles. Next, multiple coders used several rounds of analysis to refine the codebook which guided the final rounds of coding and theme identification. After finalizing themes, the lead coder employed iThoughts, Version 5.14 (ToketaWare; York, England) to review the themes and developed logic maps by aligning the themes to relevant components of the theoretical framework that informed the study (ie, graduate and professional student socialization and agency). Specifically, four theoretical components were applied in this mapping process: predispositions, experiences, perspectives, and actions. After the mapping was completed, the data were reviewed with a co-analyst. Areas of disagreement were discussed to derive consensus.

Several steps were taken to ensure the trustworthiness of the study. First, biases were acknowledged through a process of reflexive memo-ing prior to data collection and after each interview. Additionally, multiple coders were used to analyze the data to minimize researcher bias, and several meetings were held to establish consensus. Further, the coders were reflexive via frequent journaling and memo writing, and a dependability audit was used to track the steps taken to conduct the study.

RESULTS

Of the 32 students interested in the study, 26 were determined to be eligible to participate. Of the study’s eligible participants, 20 registered for and completed research interviews. The participants represented nearly 40% (n=20/55) of the total URM student population from the study site. Of the participants, 16 (80%) students identified as Black and four (20%) students represented other underrepresented groups, including Hispanic or Latino, of any race and Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander, not Hispanic or Latino. Fifteen (75%) participants identified as female. The majority of the participants were either second-year (PY2) pharmacy students (30% or n=6) or third-year (PY3) pharmacy students (35% or n=7). First-year pharmacy (PY1) students represented 20% (n=4) of the participants, and three (15%) of the participants were in their fourth (final) year (PY4) of pharmacy school.

The results of the study were synthesized into a conceptual model to visually depict the process URM pharmacy students followed as they pursued their PharmD (See Figure 1). In this paper, an overview of the conceptual model appears first, followed by specific results from interviews that provided the grounds for developing the conceptual model.

Prior to detailing the conceptual model derived from this study, the construct should be defined. As contextualized by Imenda:

a conceptual [model] may be defined as an end result of bringing together a number of related concepts to explain or predict a given event, or give a broader understanding of the phenomenon of interest – or simply, of a research problem. The process of arriving at a conceptual [model] is akin to an inductive process whereby small individual pieces (in this case, concepts) are joined together to tell a bigger map of possible relationships.34

Here, the developed conceptual model depicts the pathway and experiences of pharmacy students identifying as URMs as derived from the concepts (ie, topics and themes) uncovered from the study’s results to provide a broader understanding. Flowing from top to bottom, the model begins with pre-pharmacy school experiences depicting how the students gained exposure to and became interested in the pharmacy profession. After expressing and acting on their interest in the profession, the students received encouragement to attend pharmacy school and eventually enrolled. Once enrolled, the students engaged, to some extent, on both the institutional and pharmacy school level. Institutional engagement was less prevalent. For this reason, the lighter font and dotted outline depicts this step of the model. Within pharmacy school, students’ experiences were influenced by several components including the school’s climate, curriculum, faculty, and peers (ie, social and academic). Upon having these experiences, students made meaning through inner conversations that seemed to serve as facilitators or motivators and/or took a strategic and intentional action. The actions students took to navigate the pharmacy school environment are listed on the right side of the model within the Pharmacy School box. These actions are linked to the experience’s students encountered on the school level (ie, climate, curriculum, faculty, and/or peers). Upon successfully navigating the pharmacy school environment, the students are anticipated to graduate. The graduation box is illustrated with a dotted outline as each of the participants were enrolled in school during the study and, while graduation was anticipated, it did not occur during the time of the study. Altogether, this framework displays the themes emerging from in-depth interviews with the participants. The aforementioned section provides an overview of the visual depiction of the conceptual model. The themes resulting from the study are detailed in the following paragraphs.

In the pre-pharmacy school stage, pipeline programs both exposed URM students to and affirmed their interest in pharmacy. These pipeline programs were
specifically developed to target URM students. One student expressed, “I was involved in a lot of medical science classes, and my teacher at the time saw this opportunity…she thought I’d be interested. It was for the [pipeline] program. When it came, I felt like the career would be a good fit for me…that was my first exposure to pharmacy.” The participants noted that engaging with URM faculty members, mentors, and pharmacy professionals within these programs played a major role in confirming their interests.

Students were encouraged to attend pharmacy school by parents, relatives, and friends. Motivation primarily consisted of receiving affirming words. Students also received “coaching,” which consisted of actions to assist students in applying to school (e.g., providing tips to apply, writing recommendation letters). These “coaches” primarily identified as URMs and consisted of persons with connections to health professions (or professionals), individuals employed as pharmacists, other health professionals, and faculty and administrators within a school of pharmacy.

The students revealed that they had very little engagement on the institutional level (i.e., outside of the school of pharmacy), often feeling “disconnected.” They expressed that they were in an academic and social silo as students within a pharmacy school, only sparingly connecting with university-level racial affinity student organizations (e.g., Black Graduate and Professional Student Organization). However, student responses regarding their experiences in pharmacy school (i.e., school level) revealed a “chilly” climate that triggered a low sense of belonging. In describing their experiences, one student expressed, “I’m surviving. I don’t know what else to say.” The participants voiced that this low sense of belonging was triggered by a lack of racial/ethnic diversity within the School and a host of experiences leading them to feel unwelcomed. One participant lamented, “There aren’t really many [URM] professors or faculty members that...
look like me. There aren’t really students that look like me.” Using her fingers as a measure of diverse individuals within the school, another participant noted, “You can count them on one hand….” Other students corroborated the chilly climate, stating, “the overall environment and culture isn’t conducive to my overall success,” and “I just want to feel a sense of belonging.” Of note, interviews were conducted during a period of highly controversial social issues and a racially divisive presidential race in 2016.\textsuperscript{15,36} Considering this, the students also felt unwelcomed because of the school’s lack of social awareness and failure to acknowledge social and political issues. While students were not expecting the school to “take a side” on the issues, they expressed a desire that the School acknowledge the occurrence of events and create spaces for discussion.

Students stated that the curriculum lacked an emphasis on cultural competence instruction. In fact, one student expressed, “You don’t see the complexity of what we will face as health care practitioners.” In addition, students sensed that gaining cultural competency knowledge was optional and the responsibility to gain cultural competence awareness had been placed upon them. The participants emphasized a lack of diversity in patient cases as most in-class studies involved White patients. In some instances, Black patients were included. However, students expressed a desire for more diverse patient cases. For example, one student stated: “I think it would be good for us to have a wider spectrum of patient populations because that does play into the health and what we are going to see on rotations and working in the community at this point.”

Study participants also perceived that faculty diversity may have an impact on how cultural competence instruction was delivered. One participant expressed that perhaps the cases are not as diverse at the School because the faculty lacks diversity. Another student continued, “the lack of diversity in faculty can unintentionally trickle down into how we’re taught and things to be aware of and recognize.” Another stated, “It kind of for me perpetuated that social hierarchy. It just seemed like it was just a continuous representation of White people.”

The participants also felt that, in some instances, their non-URM peers and faculty members were uncomfortable discussing culturally sensitive or diversity-related topics. As one student recalled: “You can tell when someone’s getting ready to read a case. Before they get to [the term] ‘African American,’ they think about whether they should say ‘African American’ or ‘Black,’ or they kind of stumble with saying it. And it’s just like, this is weird… I don’t really know how to fix that or react to those type of things. ‘Cause I think it can be a two-way street. I noticed that you’re uncomfortable. That makes me uncomfortable. But the person’s trying to make sure that they’re not saying something wrong that offends somebody else, too. So it’s kind of like walking on eggshells… It just makes you feel more Black. I don’t know how to explain it.”

The participants also noted experiences related to the differences in types of support received from faculty members. Specifically, the participants expressed that they were satisfied with the academic support they received from all faculty members, despite racial/ethnic background. They often sought academic support from faculty members during office hours, after classes, and via email. However, the students noted that they solicited or received socioemotional support mostly from URM faculty members. Socioemotional support included receiving empathy and understanding regarding issues beyond academics that the URM students encountered. Students noted that URM faculty members provided safe spaces for students to talk and freely express themselves. Such socioemotional support was especially key for those students who had little to no exposure to URM faculty members prior to pharmacy school. For example, one participant expressed, “So Dr. [Xavier] was the first Black professor I have ever had in my life, like from the time I started school until pharmacy school. She’s the very first Black professor I have ever had. … I can only imagine if I’ve never had a Black professor, how many other people haven’t had the same experience?”

Students were also asked about their academic and social experiences with their peers. With regard to social peer experiences, the perception of self-segregation among students was a common theme. This was often evident both within the classroom and with social environments beyond the classroom. Students noted that this self-segregation was apparent as early as orientation. One participant wondered, “maybe they just don’t know how to start a conversation with me… I don’t know how to start a conversation with them.” Another student expressed, “people just gravitate towards themselves….”

Challenging group work experiences emerged as a prevalent theme regarding academic peer experiences, with students commonly feeling dismissed during group work and under pressure to prove their intellectual competence. One student expressed feeling isolated and “invisible.” during groupwork, “And what I’ve experienced is that a lot of times in a group I’m kind of isolated in the sense to where people are talking around me, but talking to each other.” Others echoed these sentiments, sharing statements such as, “I feel like my thoughts are not valuable” and “your thoughts don’t count” when working in groups.

Agentic perspectives included any self-talk, inner conversations, or self-reflection expressed by students,
which either contributed to advancing their goals or inhibited them from doing so. Students were intrinsically inhibited by the mental impact of several issues including external racially motivated sociopolitical events, the pressures of being the “representative” for their race/ethnicity, and feeling inferior to their peers. One student asserted, “So there’s this pressure to be successful as a student. And then there’s this pressure to be successful as a black student and to be one of very few. That pressure, there’s a lot of burden there.”

The participants expressed a constant desire and perceived expectation to prove that they belonged. While such desires and perceived expectations were cued during engagement with faculty and preceptors, they were most present during peer interactions during group work. Consequently, students felt fatigued with constantly having to prove themselves and feeling ignored. However, students were intrinsically motivated to excel by increased interactions with URM faculty members, having a sense of purpose to be a role model within and uplift underserved communities, and believing in themselves. As one participant noted, “Okay. I’m here for a reason. [The underserved patients] seeing more people that look like me makes them feel comfortable. Just working in a setting where there’s fewer people that look like them is kind of like, ensuring for them. Well, I’m here for a reason. I just feel warm and fuzzy. Like, okay. Me being here’s a good thing. I feel like it’s impacted me to just continue to want to do something in pharmacy. Be the change I want to see.” Another participant described their service at a clinic primarily serving Latinx patients in a low socioecononmic environment as their “personal mission to advocate for and to work with those different groups.” Students were both intrinsically motivated and inhibited through their beliefs that they had to work twice as hard and be twice as good as their non-URM peers. One participant expressed: “Well as a Black person, in general, you have to work twice as hard. So, in the pharmacy school you also have to work twice as hard … I have to prove myself in every space … I have to make sure that my resume and my CV are twice as [good].”

Students also discussed taking several actions to navigate the pharmacy school environment including code-switching by strategically choosing when to “be themselves” or assimilate with the dominant culture, “picking battles” during group work assignments (ie, remaining silent or speaking up), and intentionally creating community with other URM students and faculty members for survival. The students noted that there were consequences if they chose not to code-switch or “to be themselves” as they perceived their racial identity was associated with being unprofessional. Such consequences also extended to their picking battles during group work. Students perceived that they would be judged by their non-URM peers for speaking up about feelings of being silenced or dismissed during group work. In fact, some students expressed fear of being labeled an angry minority (eg, an angry Black woman). Students noted that there are risks in speaking up including being stereotypically typecast as an angry or loud minority when commenting on their concerns to their peers. However, participants felt that their non-URM colleagues were able to freely convey their discontent in group work settings, despite tone and without such worry. Conversely, some students revealed that their silence during such challenging group work experiences might be perceived as not participating, which would lower their grade. One participant provides a perspective on this: “It’s one of those things where you’re damned if you do, damned if you don’t. If you don’t communicate, your participation grade is going to get hurt because your peers are going to say you didn’t participate.”

Students also expressed concerns regarding the curriculum. Particularly, the lack of content focused on cultural competency. To relieve their concerns, students acted by supplementing the didactic curriculum and purposefully seeking out cultural competency specific co-curricular and immersion experiences. Specifically, students joined organizations targeting underserved populations and strategically sought out immersion experiences in underserved areas. The participants also found solace and support with other URM faculty members, staff members, and students. Students expressed comments such as, “we need to connect with each other. We need to support each other,” and “in pharmacy school if you don’t have a group of friends who have your back, you won’t make it.” One student described this need as a mechanism for “survival” at the school. While the participants primarily sought out other URM students, there were unique patterns of building friendships and breaking barriers between their non-URM peers. However, students did note that they perceived a lack of reciprocity in interactions from non-URM peers. The participants often felt that they had to initiate the conversations as opposed to being engaged by their non-URM peers.

**DISCUSSION**

The national discourse surrounding the trends of an increasingly diverse country and the need for more diverse health practitioners, as well as the past, current, and impending implications propelling health disparities leaves much to be discovered. Accordingly, this research provides a roadmap for scholars and practitioners interested in enhancing the racial and ethnic diversity and inclusion in health professions by providing insight on
how students may gain interest in and are encouraged to attend pharmacy school, their experiences, how they make meaning of those experiences, and the actions they take to navigate their challenging experiences towards degree completion.

Several key themes contributed to the development of the conceptual framework. First, regarding pre-pharmacy experiences, pipeline programs both exposed URM students to and affirmed their interest in the pharmacy profession. A key to such pipeline programs was that they were developed specifically to target URM students. The participants noted that engaging with URM faculty members, mentors, and pharmacy professionals within these programs played a major role in affirming their interest. Concerning perceptions of their pharmacy school experiences, students highlighted a lack of diversity in the student body and faculty make-up and a lack of cultural competence instruction. Students discussed taking several actions to navigate the environment including code switching, picking battles during group work assignments, and intentionally developing community with other URM students. Further, the “chilly” climate existing within the pharmacy school triggered a low sense of belonging for the students, intrinsically inhibiting their success. However, increased interactions with URM faculty members intrinsically motivated students to excel.

There are implications of this work. First, this study fills an important gap in the literature concerning the experiences of historically marginalized groups, namely underrepresented racial minorities in health professions. Previous work reveals that there is limited published research regarding diversity in pharmacy education. For example, AACP’s 2014 Argus Commission report examined diversity and inclusion from five perspectives, including that of current students, and found little empirical research on the experiences of underrepresented minority students in pharmacy programs. This work sheds light on the need to increase scholarship related to diversity in pharmacy and health professions. Further, while emphasizing the experiences of pharmacy students, this conceptual framework also provides direction for other health professions schools seeking to recruit and retain URM students, serves as a foundation for researchers interested in exploring this much needed gap, and lends perspectives for students interested in pursuing health professions degree pathways.

As a phenomenological qualitative study, this work also provides insight into the experiences of URM students “in their own words” as they lived through the phenomena, made sense of it, and strategically navigated the pharmacy school environment towards degree completion. Understanding the perspectives from and “hearing” the voices of historically marginalized persons provide key insights into the school’s climate and provide a compass towards improvement. In some instances, students expressed that this was the first time that they were asked to reflect on their experiences as a historically marginalized student. Thus, this research provides greater insight into what the experiences might be like for both current and future pharmacy students considering the profession. Further, this research provides faculty members and administrators with a glimpse of student experiences that may be present within their pharmacy school. Additionally, future researchers may use this research as a springboard to provide more breadth and depth to the current framework.

Accordingly, this study has the potential to inform policy and practice both within pharmacy schools and on a national level as it contributes to efforts to enhance the experiences of URM students. While recruitment of URM students by pharmacy schools is key to “plugging the leaky pipeline,” it is not enough. We must also acknowledge the chilly climate URM students encounter within the pharmacy schools that may decrease their sense of belonging and threaten retention. Thus, this research aligns with a key principle from The Sullivan Commission’s report arguing for the need for health professional schools to shift their culture:

...to increase diversity in the health professions, the culture of health professions schools must change. Our society is experiencing a significant and rapid demographic shift. The culture of our nation is changing. So too must the culture of our health institutions. As colleges, universities, health systems, and others examine these recommendations, they must also examine the practices of their own institutions.  

Some pharmacy schools have improved recruitment efforts and facilitated an enhanced sense of belonging for diverse students. These schools have made intentional and authentic efforts to increase faculty and student diversity, hired and supported staff and administrators in diversity-related positions, built community through engagement, created spaces to face and discuss challenging sociopolitical issues, examined the curriculum to determine gaps of cultural competency instruction, and built relationships with underserved rotation sites among other practices. However, with this progression, more work must be done.

This study is not without limitations. While the participants accounted for approximately 40% of the total URM population at the study site, this work was conducted at a single school of pharmacy. Further, while this
work provides an in-depth look into the experiences of URM students, the results do not reveal all experiences, perspectives, and actions taken to navigate the environment. The results provided are those most prevalent of the studied population within a particular context. Considering the aforementioned, a national, multi-institution study would provide additional insight. Further, while this study assumes transferability but not statistical generalizability, future research employing quantitative measures and using the study’s results could be considered. In addition to a national study on URM pharmacy students, this work will be extended to include URM students in other health professions through the use of a critical qualitative lens.

**CONCLUSION**

This exploratory study provides the foundation for a conceptual framework to better understand URM students’ journey to pharmacy school and the experiences therein. Findings can be used to develop and implement practical solutions to increase the diversity of pharmacy schools and other health professions schools and create environments conducive to the success of historically marginalized groups, namely URM students. Better understanding URM students’ experiences, how they make sense of those experiences, and how they take actions to navigate their environment may be key to creating inclusive climates, increasing URM student retention, diversifying the healthcare workforce, and enhancing patient care.
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